Reduced order models of computational fluid dynamics codes have been developed to decrease computational costs; however, each reduced order model has a limited range of validity based on the data used in its construction. Further, like the computational fluid dynamics from which it is derived, such models exhibit differences from experimental data due to uncertainty in boundary conditions and numerical accuracy. Model updating provides the opportunity to use small amounts of additional data to modify the behaviour of a reduced order model, which means that the range of validity of the reduced order model can be extended. Whilst here computational fluid dynamics data have been used for updating, the approach offers the possibility that experimental data can be used in future. In this work, the baseline reduced order models are constructed using the Eigensystem realisation algorithm and the steps used to update these models are given in detail. The methods developed are then applied to remove the effects of wind tunnel walls and to include viscous effects.
Introduction
Unsteady aeroelastic simulations require models of both the fluid motion and the structure. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods that solve the full unsteady non-linear Euler or NavierStokes equations numerically can give accurate solutions for the fluid; however, the high number of degrees of freedom means that they are computationally expensive. This high cost is compounded in the certification of aircraft by the thousands of parameter variations that must be investigated. Therefore, historically simpler methods, which are not able to predict all the features encountered in the flight regime of modern aircraft have been used, e.g. doublet lattice method (DLM). 1, 2 Recent research has focussed on the application of model order reduction (MOR) schemes to unsteady CFD codes 3 as this approach offers a potential increase in accuracy over methods such as DLM. The objective of MOR schemes is to produce a computationally efficient reduced order model (ROM) from the CFD that captures the dominant dynamic behaviour of the full order system. ROMs have been produced for fluid motion using a variety of methods and most often are developed in either the discrete time or discrete frequency domain rather than in continuous time domain, although in some cases a continuous domain ROM can be obtained via transformation.
Reduced order modelling is a term that encompasses a wide variety of methods and there are a number of reviews of the topic including those of Dowell and Hall 3 and Antoulas. 4 In this work, the ROMs are produced using the Eigensystem realisation algorithm (ERA) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] with restarting 10 that builds on the work of Kung et al. 11 ERA ROMs belong to a category of methods that only focus on a reduced set of known inputs and outputs of the CFD code. For example, inputs could be control surface deflections and rates and outputs could be integrated forces rather than flow variables in every cell of the mesh. Only minimal changes are required to the CFD code, with truncated responses to input pulses being sufficient for the MOR process to accurately reproduce the output response of the CFD but at much lower cost. 6, 8, 9, 12, 13 It should be noted that where the full order simulation does not accurately reproduce the flow physics, nor will the derived ROM since the ROM can only ever be as accurate as the full order model that has been used to derive it. For this approach, the input/output relationship for the fluid flow can be expressed in the continuous time domain as a state space system. Unlike common projection methods, the underlying equations are not reduced and the CFD code does not actually have to be rewritten in state space form. Common limitations of unsteady ROMs (including those generated using ERA) are the assumptions of the CFD used to derive them (for example, no viscosity) and the restriction to the calculation of a dynamically linear unsteady flow about a specific non-linear mean flow.
In other fields, such as structural dynamics, tools and methods for model updating have been produced by which models may be made more representative by using experimental data or more accurate simulations. Model updating [14] [15] [16] is a term used in the structural dynamic community to describe a specific type of inverse problem where the goal is to improve the capability of a model to predict a response, as opposed to merely fitting measured data. Model updating requires an initial mathematical model of the physical system, where certain parameters of the system are unknown or uncertain; measured or computational data are then used via a range of methods 14, 17 to estimate these parameters.
In the field of fluid dynamics, there has been extensive work on the correction of DLM using CFD or experimental data. [18] [19] [20] [21] However, for many correction techniques used for DLM the correction parameters carry little physical meaning and the process is more analogous to curve fitting. Another example of the use of experimental data to correct a fluids model is the work on Gappy POD. 22, 23 In this paper, a new approach to updating state space ROMs is introduced. The method starts from ROMs produced from truncated system responses using the ERA. Methods to update the steady state and steady-state gradients of the resulting flow models are described. Although implemented here using CFD data, the data required are most likely to come from experimental data in practice. Additionally, the use of steady response data plus truncated time series is a more efficient approach to CFD-based ROMs compared to running long time histories to capture the steady behaviour. Two applications of this method using CFD data are presented as proof of concept for this approach: updating wind tunnel to free air ROMs and inviscid to viscous ROMs.
Time-continuous non-linear and linear state space systems
The basis for the ROMs in this work are the unsteady Euler or Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, which are solved using a dual-time version of the standard cell-centred finite-volume scheme code 24, 25 that allows for moving meshes. [26] [27] [28] The CFD equations can be written as the following nonlinear system
where (u) is the input vector, (x) is a state vector, and (ŷ) is the output vector, containing changes to quantities of interest. Here, the test cases considered are for a two-dimensional (2D) aerofoil and the vector
where h is the heave displacement, is the pitch angle, and is the aerofoil flap angle. The vectorŷ contains changes to the unsteady integral forces and moments, but it could contain changes to surface pressures or any other output of interest. The complete unsteady output of the CFD for a motion starting from a non-linear steady state is then the sum of the mean (steady) output y and the dynamic (unsteady) outputŷ
YðtÞ ¼ y þŷðtÞ ð2Þ
Then, if the dynamic behaviour of the non-linear Euler or Navier-Stokes system (1) about a non-linear mean or steady flow solution is approximately linear then the non-linear system of equations can be approximated by a linear time-continuous state space system of the form
where the modified dynamic component yðtÞ is related toŷðtÞ viaŷðtÞ ¼ yðtÞ þ DuðtÞ, where D is a small known matrix (12) . A modified output of the linearised system is then defined as
and the output of the non-linear systemỸðtÞ is approximated by YðtÞ þ Du.
The system is actually solved in discrete time form where the system at time kÁt is approximated using a linear backwards difference approximation for the time derivative
The ERA 5 can be used for system identification or MOR and requires the discrete Hankel matrices e H ls 0 ð Þ and e H ls 1 ð Þ where where the terms e C e A k e B are the Markov parameters of the system. Initially ERA is used as a model reduction tool for the CFD rather than a system identification tool since the system is of high order, but known. This means that truncated responses can be used and hence that the size of the required Hankel matrices is not too large. In this study, a restarted form of the ERA 10 has been used as it ensures stable ROMs are produced which is important for an efficient updating process. 29 The resulting reduced order discrete system has the following form 5, 10 e x k ¼ e A r e x kÀ1 þ e B r u k
where e A r , e B r , and e C r are the reduced order system matrices. 12 In the subsequent discussion on updating, this discrete time output consisting of a baseline mean flow y plus the initial ROM for y k is referred to as the ''original'' or uncorrected system. The output of a target system, which a corrected ROM is required to match, can be similarly expressed as
and using a similar notation, the updated ROM then produces a system output which can be written as
To update the unsteady output Y k produced by the initial ROM of the uncorrected system, the steady mean components y are updated independently of the unsteady linear terms y k . Essentially the process constructs a new model of the system with a chosen steady-state magnitude and gradient. The description here refers to updating the discrete ROM as this is the approach taken for the results presented. The method to update a continuous time ROM follows an identical process and is described in more detail by Griffiths. 29 
Updating
A correction to the steady-state magnitude y is treated as a scalar shift. For any given simulation, the nonlinear mean flow component is overwritten with a known target value from either computational or experimental data.
and " C H are the mean lift, drag, moment, and hinge moment coefficients, which form the components of the mean output vector y.
Updating the ROM for the dynamic perturbation to achieve an improved match to the target system can be done in a number of ways. In this study, the correction is applied to the input and output matrices as a function of the desired steady-state gradient of the system. This approach has been chosen, because these data are readily available from wind tunnel testing. Although it would be simple in this theoretical study to use other data, such data would require significant additional experimental effort to obtain. Here, the steady-state gradient is taken to be the gradients of the integral forces for a steady-state perturbation of heave (h), pitch () and flap rotation (). The process of updating the unsteady component is equivalent to enforcing the conditions The details of the updating of the ROM are described in the following sections. In ''The state space steady gradients'' section, the relationship between steady-state gradients and the ROM matrices is described. Sections ''Indirect updating of the The state space steady gradients
The steady-state gradients of a discrete ROM are a function of the reduced order system matrices e A r , e B r , and e C r . A new steady state can be found from either a step up or a step down input, see Figure 1 . These discrete step inputs are described by the conditions
Step down input :
Step up input :
Then due to the linearity of the system, the steadystate gradient in the limit k ! 1 becomes
Given that the change in input is defined, the steady-state response can be found by setting
Áy ¼C r x whereÃ r ,B r , andC r are the discrete time reduced order system matrices. Rearranging
Taking the eigenvalue decomposition ofÃ r , (14) Step down pulse input (above) and a step up pulse input (below) for discrete input.
In more detail, for a model of order r each matrix may be viewed as where for a MIMO system,b i andc i are vectors associated with system eigenvalue,l ii , whose length is equal to the number of inputs and outputs, respectively. Note here that the superscript t denotes the transpose.
Indirect updating of the steady-state gradient ERA is a moment matching technique where each ''moment'' is represented as the individual terms of a Hankel matrix. This means the original Hankel matrix of the full order system (7) should be approximated well by the same rank Hankel matrix produced from the ROM i.e.
Updating of the steady-state gradient is slightly more complicated for a discrete time ERA ROM compared to a continuous time ERA ROM. 29 For a continuous ROM, the continuous Hankel matrices H ls k ð Þ where k ¼ 0 and k ¼ 1 are approximated well using the continuous ROM matrices. These have an identical form to the discrete Hankel matrices (18) , but with the discrete system matrices replaced by the equivalent continuous system matrices. For the continuous system case, updating can be achieved by approximating H ls k ð Þ with k ¼ À1 and k ¼ 0 using the continuous ROM. Then the continuous system steady-state gradient appears as the first element of H ls À1 ð Þ and can be replaced by the steady-state gradient of the target system. This cannot be done for a discrete ROM since the data required, for negative time, are not available. For discrete systems, a modified process has been developed. Consider a state space system
where B Ã r is related to the original discrete system matrices ( e A r and e B r ) via
Then applying the ERA process to this system (19) 
Then the first term of e H ls 0 ð Þ is e C r B Ã r and
which is the steady-state gradient of the original ROM (14) . The steady gradient term is then replaced in the Hankel matrix to give and a new ROM is found using ERA. Initial studies with this indirect approach showed that it worked; however, it has two major disadvantages. The first is that a system identification using ERA must be repeated for each new value of the steady gradient. Hence, the processes of model construction and updating cannot be separated and any developments become specific to ERA, rather than state space ROMs in general. The second, and more serious disadvantage, is that the ROM attempts to match all the elements of the Hankel matrix in a least squares sense (due to the use of Singular Value Decomposition) and so matching the steady gradient cannot be enforced any more than matching any other term of the Hankel matrix. Hence, no results for this method are shown and an alternative direct approach has been developed. 
Direct updating of the steady-state gradients
and each component of is a scalar update parameter. Each update will now be considered separately. From (25) and (16), it can be seen that a modified steady gradient can be achieved by an update to the input (B Q ) and output (C Q ) matrices of the diagonalised discrete system expressed as
where since each input/output pairing and its update is a single-input and single-output system,Ẽ B andẼ C are n Â 1 update matrices calculated a priori. The only unknowns are B and C , which are scalar update parameters. As ERA is a balanced system reduction, where the observability and controllability gramians are kept equal in some sense, it was decided to use only a single
where the only unknown is now the scalar parameter . Rearranging (28) and subtracting (16) yields 2 e E C I À e ,
such that the update parameter is now the solution of a scalar quadratic equation. The quadratic equation (29) has two possible roots for the update parameter . The smallest root is chosen as this introduces the least energy into the system. The discrete updated matrices
can then be used as matrices in a new updated ROM, together with the existingÃ r matrix, provided that the 
Updating using existing eigenmodes
The update can be isolated onto the input/output of a specific mode of the diagonalised linear system corresponding to the particular eigenvalue. For example the eigenvalue,
is isolated by setting both components
to be non-zero. Conversely, setting E B i ,Ẽ C i ¼ 0 will mean that the behaviour relating to the eigenvalue, i,i will be unchanged by the updating process. The distribution ofẼ B andẼ C has an influence on how heavily the behaviour of a given eigenvalue is modified by the updating. In such a way, the updating process may be isolated to a particular small set of eigenmodes which best characterise the required update to the model.
Eigenvalues that have a large effect on the steadystate gradient decay quickly and hence the impact of the update vectors on the pulse response of the system tends to zero very quickly with time so that the updated ROM response tends back to the original ROM response.
This approach is difficult to implement as defining which mode require modifications is difficult and hence the definition ofẼ B 
Updating with additional eigenmodes
An important property of model updating over a simple correction factor is the ability to add extra information to the system i.e. to include a physical response not captured by the original model. For ROM updating, this is done by the addition of known eigenvalues and vectors. For example, for the continuous system, to add j additional modes to the diagonalised state space system given by equation (16) (Ã,B Q ,C Q ) with n modes, the updated system becomes 
whereẼ A j is the jth additional eigenvalue added to the system. By only adding input/output update components to these additional eigenvalues the additional modes have no influence on the original ROM, and their behaviour is controlled by the solution to (29) . The methods as described thus far, still have a number of implementation issues, which do depend on the application. How should the vectorsẼ B i and E C i or the additional eigenvaluesẼ A i be chosen? This study will consider updating inviscid ROMs from wind tunnel to free air and from inviscid ROMs to viscous ROMs.
Applications

Inviscid free air ROM from a wind tunnel ROM
Consider the case where an accurate discrete-time inviscid model of the flow over a pitching aerofoil in a wind tunnel is available. This consists of a steadystate vector and an accurate ROM of the dynamic perturbation. Then the target system is an accurate discrete-time inviscid model of the flow over a pitching aerofoil in free air, consisting of a steady-state vector from a full order free air Euler simulation and an accurate ROM of the dynamic perturbation. The question is could the behaviour of this accurate free air model be reproduced by updating the wind tunnel model using limited data from the free air solution. Note that since the ROMs are based on a dynamically linear assumption only the linear part of the non-linear free air response could be reproduced by the updated model.
First, the steady-state magnitude of the model outputs are updated via scalar shifts to match the steadystate outputs of the target system. The steady-state gradients of the original ROM are found algebraically using (16) and are all updated using the direct method described in ''Direct updating of the steady-state gradients'' section. For the results presented here, the model was also updated with additional eigenvalues. The required update matricesẼ A ,Ẽ B , andẼ C have to be defined. Here, this is done using a ''rough'' ROM of the target free air system based on truncated responses containing only dominant terms.
Discrete Hankel matrices are then constructed from the accurate wind tunnel ROM and the truncated free air ROM where the discrete time step is identical. The difference between the two Hankel matrices ÁH ls ð1Þ is defined by ÁH ls ð1Þ ¼H ls ð1Þ
where the subscript O and T denote the ROM of the original and target systems. The matrix ÁH ls is then used in the ERA method instead of the Hankel matrix itself to identify the update vectors 29 as
It should be noted that the dynamic update produced from the numerical wind tunnel and free air simulations could also be used to update an equivalent ROM created from experimental, rather than numerical, data. For compressible flows, it is hypothesised that the update is likely to be dominated by inviscid processes and hence using Euler simulations to create the update for an experiment would be sufficient. However, viscous updates could also be applied. The Hankel matrix of the target free air Euler system may be of a significantly lower order than the Euler wind tunnel ROM, but as it is only required to capture the dominant modes onto which the updated gradients are applied, it is not necessary to fully capture the low frequency long term response of the target ROM. While the host system typically has a rank of 10 to 30, five to ten modes are sufficient to update the wind tunnel simulation.
In practical application the user must provide a simple model of the desired initial time behaviour, from experiment or computation. The process from that point is then automated so that the eigenvalues updated are based on the size of the singular values of ÁH ls . In the present application, a specified number are included and the effect of varying this number investigated. However, it is envisaged that energy considerations such as those used in POD could be used to further automate the process in future.
The test cases in this section simulate a NACA0012 aerofoil undergoing a step motion. The tunnel walls are included as symmetry planes at varying heights. All unsteady simulations start from a mean solution at an incidence of 2.89 and a Mach number of 0.7, where the strong shock in the mean flow means complex interactions occur with the wind tunnel walls when the tunnel height is low.
All the meshes used here for free air and wind tunnel test cases are 251 Â 40 with 201 cells over the aerofoil and a first cell height of 0.003c. Examples of the steady meshes used for test cases are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . The number of cells used was identified as being suitable based on an assessment of the effect of doubling and halving the number of cells in each direction on force and moment coefficients, together with run time efficiency, see, for example, Figure 4 . The length of the tunnel in the results was selected based on steady calculations, see, for example, Figure 5 . For M 1 ¼ 0:7 and mean ¼ 2.89 , the non-linear mean flow solutions about which the ROMs are constructed are shown in Figure 6 , where it can be seen that the position of the strong shock on the upper surface of the aerofoil is strongly influenced by the position of the wind tunnel walls. When the walls are at 9 chords, the shock position is relatively close to the free air position; however, by moving the walls much closer to the aerofoil at a height of 2.25 chords, the shock wave moves significantly further back on the aerofoil. 
Effect of ROM update size on step responses
The effects of the number of eigenvalues retained for the dynamic update of the steady-state gradients are investigated by considering the response to step inputs in pitch angle and pitch rate _ . The mesh and initial flow parameters for the step cases are defined in Table 1 . Initially, accurate ROMs containing 20 modes were constructed from the Euler wind tunnel and free air pulse responses. The Euler wind tunnel ROMs were then updated using differing numbers of eigenmodes. The results are shown in Figures 7 and 8 .
It can be seen that for both cases the wind tunnel ROM responses exhibit considerably different behaviour from the Euler free air results. An update of any size leads to an improvement in the agreement; however, using two eigenmodes is insufficient. Using five eigenmodes gives acceptable levels of agreement, but can lead to the update being weighted solely on the tunnel oscillatory frequencies. The methodology applied here calculates the update parameter in equation (29) captured are predominantly describing the tunnel resonant frequencies. This is avoided using 10 more eigenmodes. Potential improvements may be possible from excluding the resonant frequencies from the gradient update. Using the direct updating method, these modes could be identified from the frequency response of each mode and explicitly excluded; however, this has not been implemented. Step test cases.
Step case h M 
Effect of ROM update size on phase angle
The effects of the number of eigenvalues retained for the dynamic update of the steady-state gradients are further investigated by considering the phase response obtained from the fast Fourier transform 30, 31 of impulse responses in pitch angle and pitch rate. The initial solutions are the same as those used for the step responses, see Table 1 . Again ROMs containing 20 modes were constructed from the Euler wind tunnel and free air pulse responses. 
using five eigenmodes gives acceptable levels of agreement, but using 10 eigenmodes avoids the update being weighted solely on the tunnel oscillatory frequencies.
Effects of wind tunnel wall location and frequency on updating for sinusoidal test cases
The NACA0012 aerofoil is assumed to be undergoing a linear sinusoidal pitching motion, which is described in dimensional variables by
where t dim is the dimensional time and ! is the dimensional frequency, which can be related to the reduced frequency as:
Figure 11. Test case 1: Integral force response ( ¼ 0:0808). The parameters for the four test cases are shown in Table 2 . It should be noted that although never deployed in the simulations presented in this section, the present code has a region of the trailing edge of the aerofoil defined as a flap with a flap hinge location at 0.75c. The moment of this ''flap'' about the hinge, C H , is included in the results as it shows that the updating processes work equally well when used locally rather than on global quantities such as lift and pitching moment.
Test case 1 ( Figure 11) shows model updating for a small tunnel height of 2.25c. A limitation of the 2D-structured mesh generator used resulted in the inlet distance of this mesh being reduced in order to maintain a reasonable cell quality at the leading edge. The resulting inlet length is below the necessary level for a fully mesh independent solution. However, this is not important here as even with this mesh it is possible to update it to produce a good quality ROM of the free air solution, when compared to the free air solution on a high-quality mesh.
The change in shock location from 0.4c to 0.7c in the mean flow explains the large shifts between the unsteady wind tunnel solution and the unsteady freestream solution. Applying a constant shift to update the steady-state magnitude alone is also seen to be insufficient because the angle of the loop relative to the axes is still very different to the freestream loop.
The addition of a dynamic update is seen to change the gradient of the loop and the resulting solution is in good agreement with the target free stream solution. Test cases 2-4 show the responses from a more usual tunnel height of 9c at reduced frequencies ¼ 0:0404, ¼ 0:0808 and ¼ 0:1616. Taken as a whole these figures show that as the frequency of oscillation is reduced the steady-state update becomes more important, which is not unexpected given that in the limit ! 0 the aerodynamic response tends to the steady-state values. Conversely, as the frequency is increased, the impact of the steady-state gradients on the frequency response is reduced as the flow becomes increasingly governed by the high frequency eigenmodes of the system (Figures 12 to 14) .
Practical application to experimental wind tunnel data
The computational procedure outlined above can be used to determine corrections to both the steady state and the unsteady perturbation. The computationally obtained correction to the unsteady part could be used to update an experimentally derived model based on the actual wind tunnel data, thus giving improved modelling of unsteady free air flow. The accuracy of this update procedure will depend on the importance of the viscous effects, since the updates will have come from an inviscid model. The above process could be repeated with a RANS solver to overcome this difficulty. An alternative would be to additionally update the ROM for the effects of viscosity. To illustrate that the updating approach described in this paper can be applied to other problems, some initial results from an investigation of updating an inviscid ROM to include viscous effects is presented in the next section.
A viscous ROM from a inviscid ROM
Essentially the updated ROMs described in this paper are all dynamically linear and the question arises as to whether such ROMs have any value for viscous flows. It has been noted in a number of studies that turbulence models coupled with the RANS equations do not necessarily interact with the frequency and amplitude of a forced unsteady motion 32. Indeed the concept of a mean turbulent boundary layer has also been shown experimentally: Brereton et al. 33 tested freestream unsteadiness in the frequency range 0.1-2.0 Hz and concluded that even when the unsteadiness departs substantially from its quasi steady state the unsteady boundary layer remained robust to its steady-state condition. Hence, the assumption of dynamic linearity of the RANS equations that are implicit in the updated model produced by the current process 29 is reasonable 34, 35 for many situations.
The test cases in this section simulate flow over either a NACA0012 and an RAE2822 aerofoil pitching about its quarter chord. The results for the RAE2822 are at a Mach number of 0.8 where both the Euler and RANS solutions exhibit strongly shocked solutions in the mean flow. All results for the NACA0012 are given at a Mach number of 0.6, which corresponds to the Mach number of the AGARD test case CT1, where the mean flow is shock free. For the NACA00012 test cases, the size of the mean free air Euler mesh is 281 Â 40 with 201 points on the aerofoil and the RANS mesh is 401 Â 50 with 301 points on the aerofoil and a y þ of approximately 1.0 for the undisturbed mesh. For the RAE2822 test, the mean free air Euler mesh is coarse with size 139 Â 15 and 99 points on the aerofoil. The RANS mesh has the same size and y þ as for the NACA0012. The initial results presented here start from an inviscid flow model, consisting of an inviscid nonlinear steady-state vector and an accurate linear inviscid ROM of the dynamic perturbation. This is updated to produce a model of the target system that is a viscous RANS model. 29 The non-linear steady-state magnitude is first updated to match the non-linear viscous mean flow of the target system. The dynamic ROM must then be updated. The update vectors are produced using a ''rough'' or inexact ROM of the target system produced using heavily truncated pulse responses to minimise computational costs and the steady-state gradients, which may be obtained from the difference of two steady-state solutions of the target system as described in detail by Griffiths. 29 In a practical application, these data for updating would come from experimental data. However, even as a method for producing a computational RANS ROM this approach is more computationally efficient than producing a RANS ROM directly. This is because only very truncated RANS simulations are required coupled with an Euler ROM which has been developed from simulations on much coarser meshes. To directly produce a RANS ROM requires far longer time responses on much finer meshes than are necessary with the current approach otherwise steady-state behaviour would not be correctly predicted by the ROM.
Effect of ROM update size on step responses
The effects of the number of eigenvalues retained for the dynamic update is investigated by considering the response to step inputs in pitch angle and pitch rate _ . Initially, accurate ROMs containing 20 modes were constructed from the Euler-and RANS-free air pulse responses for the two cases shown in Table 3 . Since the updated ROMs can only match at best reproduce the dynamically linear component of the RANS response this accurate dynamically linear ROM of the RANS is used for comparison. The Euler ROMs were then updated using differing numbers of eigenmodes obtained from a lower fidelity inexact RANS model, constructed from 80 Markov parameters (more detail is given in Griffiths 29 ). The results for these step test cases are shown in Figures 15 and 16 . It can be seen that for all cases the responses predicted by the Euler ROM free air results exhibit considerable differences in behaviour compared to the RANS free air results. An update of any size leads to an improvement in the agreement; however, using five or more eigenmodes offered a considerable increase in accuracy over only two modes. Effect of ROM update size on phase angle
The effects of the number of eigenvalues retained for the dynamic update is further investigated by considering the phase response obtained from the fast Fourier transform 30, 31 of impulse responses in pitch angle and pitch rate. The positive frequency results are shown in Figures 17 and 18 . It can again be seen that for all cases the Euler ROM responses exhibit different behaviour to the RANS-free air ROM results. An update of any size leads to an improvement in the agreement; however, using two eigenmodes is insufficient. Using five eigenmodes gives acceptable levels of agreement.
Further results showing the effect of using different numbers of Markov parameters in the inexact ROM are available in Griffiths. 29 
AGARD CT1
The final case shown here is the AGARD test case CT1. 36, 37 In each of the figures shown, there are a number of solutions in addition to the experimental data. These are summarised in Table 4 The integral force responses to the sinusoidal pitch input are shown in Figure 19 where the Euler ROM is updated using an inexact RANS ROM with 10 modes constructed using just 20 Markov parameters i.e. from 20 times steps. For each update, the maximum number of modes which can be identified with ERA is half the number of Markov parameters. The results show good correlation with the accurate RANS ROM constructed using 400 Markov parameters. Note that the accurate linear ROM of the viscous RANS is the target that the dynamically linear updated ROM is attempting to match. Since the ROM is linear it cannot reproduce dynamically nonlinear behaviour.
In Figure 19 , it can be seen that at the extremes of the motion, all the linear models are no longer in agreement with the non-linear solution. The point around which the linear models have been constructed does not contain a shock nor trailing edge separation, which are present in the non-linear solution. Hence, this invalidates the approximation of a dynamically linear perturbation about a non-linear mean. The experimental data for lift and moment are not in agreement with the non-linear RANS CFD especially for the moment coefficient. Here, it can be seen that an updating using experimental data would be required to update the inviscid ROM closer to these conditions. Ongoing research will address this and additionally methods for bringing non-linear effects into these linear ROMs are in progress. 38 
Conclusions
A new approach to updating state space ROMs has been described in this paper. In practice, it is anticipated that the approach will combine small amounts of experimental data with an initial Euler ROM of the system. However, in this proof of concept study the additional data are provided by CFD rather than experiment. This approach also has a further benefit for purely computational ROMs of large systems as it allows ROMs to be created from short truncated responses, more cheaply than obtaining ROMs of similar accuracy from extended responses. The original ROMs have been produced using the ERA and the steady state and steady-state gradients have then been updated using a direct updating approach, which works better than the indirect approach that is also described. The initial results presented here show that model updating of ROMs has great potential, with ROMs which has been developed for a different situation being corrected to ROMs that work for a new situation. It should be noted that as linear ROMs, even the corrected ROMs will be not be able to model non-linear behaviour though methods to include non-linearity in the linear ROM are being investigated at Bristol. Further work is still needed before model updating of ROMs can be applied between any flow configurations and use experimental data.
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